
 

Peace Is Our Priority-Show n Prove (Lyrics) 

 

Hook: 

Peace is our priority, Focus positivity, we show and prove gratitude as we all a G  

(4 times) 

Verse: 

Beats Rhymes life Team One makes me me 

Set us free cool at the least How We Roll the 43 

Peace be with you  R n G 

Mental shift hopefully pause a bully, Learn Sompn peace should follow Unity 

 

We do our best n God the rest it starts with the word 

Fight back in the right way no need to disturb 

Goodwill not rivalry enough yeah we heard 

You don't know my Kermit Let It Go page turned 

 

Drop the details drama attachments critical 

We are truly what we think so the Mind becomes the physical 

No need to trip so don't trip we're a miracle 

Calm down peace it up or Man that's hysterical 

 

Never get caught in the small stuff or claim it's somebody's probluff 

Problem we solve em 

First things we all one 

Johhny B ain't a dang thing changed just the day at a time find a rhyme thoughts to rearrange 



 

 

Hook: 

Peace is our priority, Focus positivity, we show and prove gratitude, as we all a G  

(4 times) 

 

Spectacles one way or the other we refuge in the word 

Faith or gossip iron thought No disturb 

Goodwill not rivalry yeah we heard  

Reeeespect to a flock or any bird 

 

Where there's peace and unity there's anointing 

Don't engage a just strifefull passive aggress when it's pointing 

One love one Spirit where there is love there is life 

Calm down keep it chill music joint thing 

 

We have a choice at the get share the word Let It Go 

Chill play a familiar tune that's the flow 

Gratitude show and prove Universal tone 

Rhymes for raps if we new now we know 

 

All we can do is choose how we want to be 

Can't control another's words keep the peace is how we free 

Deliberative democracy pluralistic we 

1 people many thoughts tech and all a G 

 



 

Hook: 

 

Peace is our priority, Focus positivity, we show and prove gratitude, as we all a G  

(4 times) 

 

Outro: 

 

If you wanna idolize focus on love 

 

It's Owlin U 

 

Peace to "Don't laugh at us, laugh with us" 

 

Peace, this tune is for anyone in the universe, 

Who might have been pushed from their pivot, 

Gotta detach from the noise and get back to you. 

Don't let anyone distract you taking you for granted. 

You are special for you. 

20 and 21 unity. 1music. 

Thanks to all the kind shoulders. 

We got the dis in check, peace 

Happy Zen!  :o) 

Check/Peace 


